SCHOOL PACKAGES
WE’RE PASSIONATE ABOUT EDUCATION AND THE OUTDOORS

LEARN THROUGH ADVENTURE

School Group Activities
Learning Outside the Classroom tackles social mobility, giving children
new and exciting experiences that inspire them to reach their true
potential. Real-world learning brings the benefits of formal and
informal education together and reinforces what good educationalists
have always known: that the most meaningful learning occurs through
acquiring knowledge and skills through real-life, practical or hands-on
activities.
Learning Outside the Classroom as a regular part of school life increases
self esteem, and young people become more engaged in their education
both inside and outside the classroom walls.

A range of school packages on offer
With a long history of delivering cutting edge outdoor learning we
are the ideal choice for your primary or secondary school’s outdoor
educational visit. Whether you want to bring your class for an afternoon
of adventure as a reward, a residential based around team working and
citizenship or a particular subject area, we have a programme to fulfil
your needs that is closely aligned to the National Curriculum.
Pupils leave with a motivation to learn more, with new aspirations and
a new attitude towards learning. Possibly more importantly teachers
and pupils leave our centres with relationships that have strengthened
which benefits classroom based learning.

Outdoor Experience
Our team of instructors will immerse students in the outdoor environment, ensuring
activities are fully resourced and a variety of teaching styles are utilised to make
sure pupils will experience and develop tangible skills and outcomes that are useful
both in the natural world and importantly, back in the classroom.

Outdoor Adventure
From their base in the centre accommodation block, pupils explore, paddle, cooperate,
climb and think their way through a series of exciting skills. We believe adventure is
the best way to learn and that’s why we’ve packed this course full of opportunities
for pupils to encounter new situations and to forge strong relationships that will
benefit them in and beyond the classroom. This is an unforgettable programme of
fun, challenge and adventure.

Adventure 50:50
This is an unforgettable programme of time between self-led sessions and instructed
activities. We believe in learning by doing and embedding knowledge through
experience. We work with you to design a programme that uses your curriculum
expertise and our expertise in outdoors to ensure that your pupils haven’t just read
about it - they’ve lived it. Use our large hall or outdoor classroom for your self led
lesson and let our expert instructors take care of the outdoor activities.

The Natural Curriculum
Make history come to life through our themed curriculum days to inspire pupils. It
can have a lasting effect on their love of a subject. Live and survive like stone age
man, learn what he ate, where he lived and how he hunted and add value to in-class
learning.

Experience Days
Each package is specifically aligned to the National Curriculum and offers pupils an
opportunity to be transported back in time to see how our ancestors lived.
Our most popular packages include Bronze Age Life, Stone Age Life and Superhero’s.
We can design bespoke packages around any element of the History syllabus and
bring learning to life.
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Moor House Adventure Centre

Call Us
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Houghton le Spring, DH4 6QY

0191 584 1703

info@moor-house.org.uk

FACEBOOK: @MOORHOUSEAVENTURE

TWITTER: @ADVENTURECENTRE

